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As the winter season ushers in heavy rains for Orange County, so too does the risk for geological problems –
like landslides, flooding and general shifts in the foundation.

From Yorba Linda to Laguna Beach, the county has its share of hillside homes – they sit on bluff tops, viewing
the crashing waves below and are nestled into the foothills of mountains, boasting gorgeous, wooded canyon
views.

Homeowners and home shoppers itching for that perfect view, however, need to educate themselves on the land
their home sits on or they'll be saddled with sticky geo issues.

If you don't maintain and understand your property, it "can become your own worst enemy," said professional
geologist and realtor Michael Lewis.

"Do not wait until you are in escrow to exercise your discovery period," Lewis said. "With so much information
available online and easy access to many city and county files – it is much easier now to make an educated
decision about your land and home purchase and you can go into your negotiation of price holding all the same
cards, and maybe more, than the seller has."

When shopping for a home or maintaining the one you live in, things like cracked driveways, sagging slopes
and cracked window panes should raise a red flag for you.

Armed with warning signs he researched prior to home shopping, Roger Horn, a mechanical engineer of
Mission Viejo, didn't let himself get caught up in the luster of a beautiful facade without scoping out the
property.

"The house seemed attractive because of the high square footage and low price, but stepping into the house you
can tell a lot was done," Horn said. "The upstairs was an addition, as the staircase seemed really out of place.
Walking the bottom story, you could tell just by walking that you seemed to be walking downhill as you went to
the back sliding door. I looked at my wife and then the Realtor and we all commented that something felt weird.
I took my wife's water bottle and placed it on one end of the kitchen and it rolled quickly all the way to the
sliding door."

Horn and his wife instantly decided not to pursue buying the home.

"This just screamed at me to just run away," he said. "For a home for me to live in, it's not worth my time and
effort to move into a house with what seems like a sinking foundation."

Along with adverse weather, seismic activity or earthquakes can also trigger geological disasters.

Steve Guerre, an associate engineering geologist for Costa Mesa-based geotechnical consulting firm Zeiser
Kling, says knowing your land is as easy as using the internet or talking to your city.



A good first step is viewing the state's hazard maps online to see if your home, or home you're considering
buying, lies in a hazard area, Guerre suggested. Knowing if an area was previously devastated by a landslide or
earthquake can tell you a lot about a home's stability and future risks, he said.

Visit your City Hall, Guerre said, and see if there are geotechnical reports from your area that show if a problem
occurred and if it was ever remedied.

"You shouldn't have cracks in windows or hardscape," he said. "Anything that looks abnormal, it probably is.
Keep an eye out for changes occurring, nothing in a house is really that flexible. Sometimes it is very subtle."

Massive landslides, like Laguna Beach's Bluebird Canyon slide in June 2005, are disturbing memories for
hillside dwellers – 11 homes were destroyed, 6 homes were severely damaged and the area took two years and
$30 million to recover. But, geo tragedies like the Bluebird Canyon landslide can help others learn to protect
their homes from the same outcome.

Erik Hilde of geo firm Stoney-Miller Consultants, a company that repaired the Bluebird Canyon slide, says
water was the culprit in the crippling Laguna Beach slide.

Come the rainy season, Hilde said it is important to repair or immediately drain a leaky pool and to use less or
no irrigation.

Though it doesn't seem obvious, the rainy season can actually be a great time to shop for a home, Lewis said.

Just as it is an important tip to visit a potential new home during different hours of the day, visiting a home
when it is raining can show how the home responds to adverse weather conditions, he said.

"As you walk a property pay attention to the level of the land and assess the drainage onto and off of the
property," Lewis said. "Also assess grassy areas. Is the ground nice and even and firm, or is it spongy, or is it
uneven or blocky where you feel like you could turn your ankle?"

Visiting a home during the rainy season and paying attention to how it reacts to weather is a trial of sorts.

Lewis also suggests getting a copy of the grading plan for the home to understand what type of land the
structure sits on. If something doesn't look right – either in your own home or one you're considering purchasing
– call a geotechnical consultant or a civil or structural engineer, he said.

And, educating yourself about your property and keeping a close eye on changes can protect you as a
homeowner.

"It's not really difficult to spot such big problems," Horn said. "Just taking a tennis ball when you go on a home
tour can help you spot uneven floors...And just looking for cracks in the walls and such. Homebuyers really
need to educate themselves, because it would be a waste of time and effort to find out about such a problem
after making an offer and then having a home inspection done."


